Camp report – Bundaberg 31 July – 4 August 2015
Thursday –John, the boss at the Big 4 camp, had reserved one of his camp kitchens and BBQ areas
for our exclusive use, so what better way to use this area than have our first happy hour. John was a
great host and arranged room for Di T to pitch her tent, despite being full and also arranged room
for us to park some extra vehicles on the site.

Friday – Today, 23 of us started off with an easy paced paddle of 21 kms on the Burnett River, but
with some interesting challenges along the way.

The first was to navigate a logjam, which was done without any gel coat being lost. It was also made
easier by Garth and his paddling mate, Barry, who came up the previous week and cut down some
logs to make it a bit easier.

After paddling in a broad section of the river, it then narrowed and a short portage was required
before our next challenge.

This was a narrow section of fast flowing water, around a left turn, under a log and then a right turn
through a small clearing (made by Garth and Barry) under the rail bridge.

Amazingly, no paddlers were lost in this exercise.

We then stopped for morning tea on a lovely sandbank in the river. After this, we continued upstream
until the river narrowed again and we thought this would be a good turning point and headed for
home.

Saturday – A change of scenery today as 21 of us paddled from Elliot Heads up the Elliot River for
a 22 km trip. The weather was again exceptional with 23° and winds under 5 knots. We would paddle
mostly with the tide on the way up and then have the tide with us all the way back.

Garth had two local friends join us today. In case any of us thought we could handle a kayak, Kurt
showed us that you could catch waves backward with a Valley kayak and Barry, who had set a record
time of 8 hours 57 minutes in the Hawkesbury Classic in 1996!

The initial part of the paddle was in the open section of Elliot Heads with crystal clear water. We
then entered into the wide section of the Elliot River and finally the mangrove creek of the upper
section.

There were limited spots for morning tea however, Garth knew of a spot and with conditions we were
well used to i.e. tight exit and mud!

Ray having a mud bath and Roy clears the old concrete boat ramp without a scratch.

We had a good run back with the tide followed by a burger at the kiosk at Elliot Heads for lunch.
Sunday – Another great forecast with 27° and winds under 10 knots. This being the case, we decided

there would be two paddles. The first, for those with open water skills, could paddle along the foreshore
from Innes Park down past Bargara. Jim would take another group onto the Kolan River. Another
group decided that, being Sunday, they would go to church. However, looking at this group, it was

obvious they were heading back to Elliot Heads to play in the surf! Unfortunately for them, there was
no surf, so they headed back to Innes Park and joined us for the foreshore paddle.

Innes Park below. Rocks, tide, narrow inlet and paddleboards – how hard could this be!

Not that hard actually, with a few small waves to push through in the surf zone.

Heading north there were many rock formations and corals to view. This made it a very different
paddle to the usual ones back home.

After morning tea on the beach past Bargara, the group then headed for home. Just to point out how
slow we paddle, Garth’s mate Kurt was back 30 minutes before the rest!

On the return to the beach, it was surprising how many decided to show how clean the bottom of their
kayaks were, especially with a shore break around 30cms! We still need to practice bracing into the

wave, as shown on Don’s recent post. On the positive side, all exited easily from their kayaks showing
the benefit of our safety days.

Monday – Another paddle with a difference as 21 of us paddled up the Kolan Rover from the Bucca
rowing area for 23.5 kms.

We started in a wide section of the Kolan River used for rowing competition.

Soon after this we had expansive cliffs.

This was followed by the river starting to narrow and we paddled through dead forests that were
covered when the Paradise Dam was built and barrages used to keep the river high.

One of the delights of the day was the extensive bird life in the area. We saw wedge-tailed eagles,
white-bellied Sea Eagles, kingfishers and numerous water birds.

After morning tea, we continued to paddle upstream to enjoy the scenery and bird life. As well as the
birds, those paddling quietly along the edge spotted a few of these!

(photo downloaded from the web. I didn’t see any!)

Monday night – The event we were all waiting for – the club dinner at the Spotted Dog Tavern.

There was a convoy of vehicles with kayaks as we car-pooled our way into town. A sight not seen in
Bundaberg before!

The food and service was excellent and thanks to Garth and Margaret for recommending this location
Tuesday our last paddle and a few of us also on our last legs! This being the case, we had two

paddles. One group (six) did a “Thursday” paddle of 22 kms down the Kolan from Smiths Crossing
Road to Avondale, while fourteen did a “Monday” paddle upstream from the same location for a 13
km trip.

The upstream group had a leisurely paddle through some beautiful country taking time to explore the
creeks. We even had Graham doing a Jim B – “I can get through here”.

We tried to get up the Kolan as far as possible, but were eventually stopped by trees across the river.

Di managed a few days off from family duties.

At the last morning tea, we are now down to four (the rest of the group having left behind the
explorers)– Graham, Ian, Max and Graham’s brother Graham Jnr.

To finish off the trip, we did what all-away camps do – have a final happy hour. However, we also
followed this with a BBQ dinner, thereby extending the happy hour well into the night.

Also, many thanks to our Bundy members, Garth and Margaret for their hospitality, when I visited
to finalise the paddles. For Garth and Barry checking all the paddles, clearing the path on the
Burnett paddle and confirming our morning tea stops.

And finally, thanks to all the paddlers and their partners who made the trip to Bundaberg. You made
this an extremely enjoyable trip. Ian

And now, over to Margaret and Derek, for the Coffs Habour camp. See you all there.

